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Enterprise Vault Whitepaper 

Archiving NFS File Systems 
This document provides details of how Enterprise Vault, in conjunction 

with Vault Solutions’ Archive Accelerator product, can archive files 

from servers and devices that support NFS, such as UNIX and Linux 

systems and network-based storage. 

If you have any feedback or questions about this document please 

email them to IIG-TFE@symantec.com stating the document title. 

 

This document applies to the following version(s) of Enterprise Vault:  

8, 9 & 10  
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Glossary 

Export/Exported File System – See NFS Server 

Import/Importation – Import in Archive Accelerator is the same as archiving in Enterprise Vault 

Import Archive – An Archive Accelerator term referring to an archiving target. 

Mount – In UNIX/Linux terms, a mount is a local or remote volume that is connected to a directory on the 

local server.  This is similar in concept to a Windows system mapping a drive letter to a remote share or 

creating a drive letter or mount point for a locally-attached disk volume. 

NFS – NFS stands for Network File System.  NFS is a standard communication protocol used by UNIX, 

Linux, and other devices for sharing files between systems.  It is similar in concept to Windows CIFS. 

NFS Client - This is the client piece of the NFS protocol that allows systems to mount a file system on a 

remote computer.  This is similar to the Workstation service on a Windows computer. 

NFS Management Console – The NFS Management Console is part of the Archive Accelerator 

package.  This console allows the administrator define archiving policies and targets as well as define 

NFS server properties on the Enterprise Vault server. 

NFS Server – This is the server piece of the NFS protocol that allows a system to export or share local 

files systems to remote systems.  Exported file systems can be exported automatically at boot up or 

manually by the administrator.  This is similar to the Server service on a Windows computer. 

root user – The root user in UNIX and Linux environments is the highest level user available 

Symbolic Link – Used on all UNIX and Linux variants, a symbolic link essentially redirects the request for 

a file to another location which can be local to the system or on a remote system.  Windows operating 

systems have something similar using the mklink command.  For the purposes of this whitepaper, a 

symbolic link will operate the same as a Placeholder for an archived file on a Windows system.   
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Introduction 

Enterprise Vault 8, 9 and 10 now have the ability to archive files stored on NFS file mounts on UNIX, 

Linux, Macintosh, and NAS systems with NFS volumes when used in conjunction with Vault Solutions’ 

Archive Accelerator product.  This whitepaper provides an overview of the Archive Accelerator 

components, installation and configuration, NFS configuration, and discusses how archived data can be 

searched and retrieved.  

 

Vault Solutions (http://www.vault-solutions.com) is an Enterprise Vault STEP Partner and provides 

software applications and services to customers and partners of the Symantec Enterprise Vault product 

line.  The Symantec Technology Enabled Program (STEP) is a robust partner community that sells and 

supports packaged and custom solutions to extend and enhance the functionality of Enterprise Vault and 

Discovery Accelerator.   

Archive Accelerator (which is installed on the Enterprise Vault server) accesses NFS mounts and will 

archive files based on the archiving policies that are defined.  If a file qualifies for archiving, it will be 

copied from the original file system and stored within Enterprise Vault using the NFS protocol.  If the 

archiving policy is set to remove the original file, a symbolic link can be put in place of the original file.  

The symbolic link allows users and applications to seamlessly access the original file.   

There are two main benefits offered by Archive Accelerator: relating to storage savings and eDiscovery.   

Most UNIX and Linux systems are used to store application generated files such as log files, scientific 

data and images. Often these files need to be retained for long periods of time, but will be infrequently 

accessed – perfect candidates for archiving.   Archiving older, less accessed files can not only save disk 

space on the server when original files are deleted and (optionally) replaced with symbolic links, but can 

also reduce backup times needed to back up the server.    

http://www.vault-solutions.com/
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Files that are imported by Archive Accelerator can be indexed by Enterprise Vault at any indexing level
1
.  

Once indexed, a file can be used by Enterprise Vault Browser Search, Archive Explorer, Discovery 

Accelerator, and the Symantec Clearwell eDiscovery Platform.  Another benefit for eDiscovery is the 

ability to only collect metadata on file and directory information without having to archive the whole file.  

This would be beneficial in early phases of eDiscovery when deciding which volumes and folders to 

archive and index. 

Files imported from Archive Accelerator can also take advantage of Optimized Single Instance Storage 

(OSIS).
2
  This allows content to be single-instanced with other archived content sources such as 

Exchange, SharePoint, or Domino.   

                                                      

 

1
 Enterprise Vault 8.0 and 9.0 offer three levels of indexing: Brief, Medium, and Full.  Enterprise Vault 10, with 64-bit indexing, offers 

two levels of indexing: Brief and Full. 

2 Vault Store Groups and Vault Stores must be properly configured to take advantage of OSIS 
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Solution Overview 

Component Overview 

 

Figure 1 - Archive Accelerator Overview 

There are three main components to the Archive Accelerator environment as shown in Figure 1.  These 

include Microsoft SQL Server, Enterprise Vault, as well as servers and devices that support NFS mounts.  

The Archive Accelerator components are installed on the Enterprise Vault server. 
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Archive Accelerator will create a Microsoft SQL Server database.  The database can be on the same SQL 

server where Enterprise Vault databases reside or can reside on a separate SQL server.   

There are two main components to the Archive Accelerator package.  The first component, Archive 

Accelerator for NFS, allows the administrator to define NFS targets, folders, archiving policies, and 

configure NFS services on the Enterprise Vault server.  The second component, Archive Accelerator 

Console, provides an MMC plug-in (shown in Figure 2) that allows the administrator to manage all 

components of Archive Accelerator such as scheduling imports, job monitoring, reports, and import 

targets. 

 

Figure 2 - Archive Accelerator Console 

The last component is the actual NFS server or device.  The server must have NFS v3 enabled with file 

systems exported to allow Archive Accelerator to archive files.   

Archive Accelerator is a scalable solution and one instance can archive more than one server or device 

that supports NFS file shares.  For larger environments, it may make sense to install additional Enterprise 

Vault/Archive Accelerator systems to archive content faster.  It is recommended for larger installations 

that professional services be engaged. 
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Archive and Recall Process Overview 

 

Figure 3 - Archive and Recall Overview 

There are five main parts to the archiving of data and the recalling of archived data as shown in Figure 3. 

A breakdown of each part is explained in the following sections. 
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Initial Archiving 

 Step 1 – Once all components and archiving targets have been configured, Archive Accelerator 

can start the import process and crawl through the targeted folders using the NFS protocol and 

select qualifying files (based on the archiving policy) 

 Step 2 – The NFS target will send qualifying files back to Archive Accelerator on the Enterprise 

Vault server. 

 Step 3 – Archive Accelerator sends files to Enterprise Vault.  Enterprise Vault will index and store 

content into savesets within a Vault Store partition.  If Optimized Single Instance Storage (OSIS) 

is enabled, the shareable part will not be stored again if previously archived from another source 

(such as Windows file shares, Exchange, Domino, SharePoint, etc.) or another Archive 

Accelerator target.   

Backup 

 Step 4 - If files on the NFS target will be replaced with symbolic links, it will be necessary to back 

up or secure the Vault Store partitions to remove the safety copies regardless if safety copies are 

enabled or not for the Vault Store.  Safety copies can be removed by either one of the two 

methods supported by Enterprise Vault; clearing the archive attribute or through the use of a 

trigger file.   

Creating Symbolic Links 

 Step 5 - Once the Vault Store partitions containing target data have been backed up or secured, 

Archive Accelerator will create symbolic links on the NFS target during the next import process.   

Accessing Archived Content from the NFS Target 

Users and applications on the NFS target can access archived content if symbolic links have been 

created for the original files.   

 Step 6 – The user or application accesses the symbolic link on the NFS export.  The symbolic link 

redirects the request to the NFS export.  The Enterprise Vault server has an NFS server installed 

on it via Archive Accelerator.  Archive Accelerator passes on the request for the file to the 

Enterprise Vault server. 

 Step 7 – Enterprise Vault retrieves the file from a Vault Store partition and passes the file back to 

the Archive Accelerator NFS server.  The recalled file is then sent back to the NFS target or 

requesting system for use by the user or application. 
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Access to Archived Content  

Access to archived content from NFS targets can be achieved by using Enterprise Vault Browser Search, 

Archive Explorer, or through the use of Discovery Accelerator or Clearwell. By default, the Enterprise 

Vault Service account (VSA) will have full access to an NFS archive. Windows users and service 

accounts for applications will need to be granted at least read access to the archives in order to perform 

searches and recall data.   

 Step 8 – User (via Browser Search or Archive Explorer) or application (such as Discovery 

Accelerator or Clearwell) performs a search or requests access to an archived item.  If the user or 

application has permissions to the archive, Enterprise Vault will allow the search and retrieve the 

item from the Vault Store partition. 

 Step 9 – Enterprise Vault sends the requested file back to the user or application. 

Licensing 

Archive Accelerator 

There are two different options for licensing Archive Accelerator: 

 Archive Accelerator for NFS Archiving 

o Licensed per TB 

 Archive Accelerator for NFS eDiscovery 

o Licensed per custodian 

For licensing costs, it will be necessary to contact Vault Solutions directly.  They can be reached via email 

at sales@vault-solutions.com or by calling +1 (603) 319-4020. 

Enterprise Vault 

In addition, Enterprise Vault will require the Enterprise Vault Custom Archiving license which is licensed 

per terabyte.  Contact your Symantec sales representative for costs.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:sales@vault-solutions.com
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Configuring Archive Accelerator 

Figure 4 provides a configuration overview for Archive Accelerator. 

 

Figure 4 - Archive Accelerator Configuration Overview 
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Installing Archive Accelerator 

Installation is simple and straight forward. Enterprise Vault should already be installed and configured 

before installing Archive Accelerator components. For each Enterprise Vault server that that will archive 

NFS file shares, install both the Archive Accelerator for NFS and Archive Accelerator Console installation 

packages.  By default, these install into the C:\Program Files\Vault Solutions (32-bit Windows) or 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Vault Solutions (64-bit Windows) directory. The Visual Studio 2010 C++ 

Redistributable Package (x86) is also required and can be installed beforehand or can be installed at the 

time installation of Archive Accelerator
3
. 

During the installation of Archive Accelerator for NFS, the administrator will be prompted twice to provide 

a username and password for the Service Login.  This account must be the Enterprise Vault Service 

Account (VSA).  After installation, the Archive Accelerator license files must be copied to the 

<installation_directory>\Archive Accelerator directory. 

To complete the installation process, the administrator must run the Archive Accelerator Configuration 

application.  This will allow the administrator to define which Microsoft SQL server will be used to store 

Archive Accelerator configuration data (shown in Figure 5).  Another screen (shown in Figure 6) will 

appear asking the administrator which Microsoft SQL server contains the Enterprise Vault Directory 

database. 

 

Figure 5 - Defining the database server for Archive Accelerator 

                                                      

 

3
 An active internet connection must be available on the server if the Visual Studio 2010 C++ Redistributable Package will be 

installed at the time when Archive Accelerator will be installed.  If the redistributable package is installed beforehand, be sure to run 

“Archive Accelerator for NFS.msi” instead of setup.exe. 
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Figure 6 - Defining the database server that houses the Enterprise Vault Directory database 

Selecting NFS File Shares for Archiving  

To configure NFS file share targets, the administrator will use the NFS Management Console.  When 

defining a new target volume/file share, the administrator will be prompted with as shown in Figure 7: 

 

Figure 7 - Creating a new NFS Target 
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Each field will require input from the administrator: 

 Target Name:  This is the logical name for the target file share such as <server_name>-

<export_name> (fileserver-group_shares for example) 

 Target Host:  This is the IP address or DNS name of the NFS server.  The Test button allows the 

administrator to test connectivity between the Enterprise Vault server and the remote NFS server.  

In the test window there is a Start button. When the Start button is clicked, information on all 

exported NFS shares are presented (Figure 8).   

 

Figure 8 - Testing the NFS connection 

 Target Volume:  This is the actual path to the NFS export.  Archive Accelerator will remember all 

exported file systems from the host. 

 Crawling Identity – By default, Archive Accelerator will use the root user to access the remote 

NFS share.  The administrator can chose to use a different user if needed. 

 Archive Policy:  Select an Archive Accelerator policy to apply to this target.  The administrator 

can create a new archiving policy on the fly by clicking on New.  For more information on 

configuring archiving policies see the “Defining Archiving Policies” section. 

 Retention Category:  Select a valid Enterprise Vault Retention Category 

 Archive:  Select an existing Enterprise Vault shared archive to use or create a new one by 

clicking on the New button.  When defining a new archive, select the Vault Store, define an 

archive name, and select the indexing level (as shown in Figure 9). 
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Figure 9 - Creating a new Enterprise Vault archive 

 Enable checkbox:  Ensure this is checked for the target to be enabled for archiving/importation 

 

Figure 10 - Example of a new target configuration 
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Clicking on Create will save the new target configuration.  Once the target has been created, it will be 

necessary to define which folders will be archived.  This can be done by modifying the target.  Select the 

target in the NFS Management Console application by clicking on File -> Open.  This will present a 

window showing all enabled (by default) targets.  Select the correct target and click on Open (as shown in 

Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11 - Selecting an NFS target to modify 

A new window will appear showing the configuration of the target.  By clicking on the Target tab, the 

administrator can select which folders will be archived by clicking on the Select button (as shown in 

Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 - Configuring folders to archive 

In the “Select or import folders” window (see Figure 13), enter in the folders that should be archived.  This 

can be the same folder as the NFS target volume or can be a subdirectory.  The administrator can also 

select folders to be excluded.  The Import Additions and Exclusions buttons allow the administrator to 

import a text file that contains the list of folder that will be included or excluded for importation.  This 

feature is especially handy when there are numerous folders to add or exclude. 
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Figure 13 - Selecting or excluding folders 

Defining Archiving Policies 

Archive Accelerator offers a wide range of options when configuring archiving policies.  To manage 

policies, the administrator would use the NFS Management Console and click on File -> Manage 

Archiving Polices (as shown in Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 - Managing Archive Policies 

Clicking on New brings up a blank template for the new policy.  The Archiving Rules tab (Figure 15) 

defines which files should be archived based on last accessed, last modified, or created dates and the 
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ability to filter files based on size.  The Archive File checkbox will instruct Archive Accelerator to remove 

the original file. 

 

Figure 15 - Archiving Rules tab 

The Shortcuts tab (Figure 16) defines whether or not Archive Accelerator will create symbolic links on the 

NFS file share once files have been archived
4
.  If eDiscovery is the main use of Archive Accelerator, it 

may not be required to delete the original file.  By default, Archive Accelerator will not archive files that 

begin with a period as these are usually system or application related files nor will it archive files that have 

execute permissions as these are generally applications.   

                                                      

 

4
 Symbolic links will not be created until the Vault Store partition containing archived data has been backed up and secured.  This is 

required regardless of the “Remove safety copies” setting for the Vault Store.  After the partition has been backed up, Archive 

Accelerator will need to process the target again to create the links.   
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Figure 16 - Shortcuts tab 

 

The eDiscovery tab (Figure 17) allows the collection of file, directory, and/or soft link metadata in the 

event that Archive File is not checked (as seen in Figure 15).  This metadata can be archived and 

indexed by Enterprise Vault to aid in the discovery of the ownership of files and directories.   
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Figure 17 - eDiscovery tab 

Managing NFS Communications between Enterprise Vault 
and NFS Clients 

If original files from NFS targets will be archived and replaced with symbolic links, it will be necessary to 

configure both the Enterprise Vault and the NFS target. The Enterprise Vault will act as the NFS server 

allowing access to archived files from remote systems.  The NFS client must be configured to mount the 

NFS volume on the Enterprise Vault server in order to access archived content. 

Archive Accelerator NFS Servers 

Archive Accelerator has an NFS Server that is installed by default on the Enterprise Vault server.  By 

default, the Archive Accelerator NFS Service does not automatically start 
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It will be necessary to define which NFS clients will be able to access the NFS server installed on 

Enterprise Vault.  This can be done using the NFS Management Console.  Clicking on File -> Manage 

Archive Accelerator NFS Servers will allow the administrator to add, remove, and edit authorized NFS 

clients as shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 - Authorizing NFS targets 

Configuring NFS Clients 

The NFS client will need to mount an NFS export on the Enterprise Vault server. This can be done by 

using the mount command or by automatically mounting the NFS export during start up.  Configuration 

files that define which volumes will be mounted at boot will vary for each UNIX and Linux variant.   

It is important to mount the NFS export on the Enterprise Vault server by specifying to mount using NFS 

3.  It will also be necessary to create a /vsaa folder on the NFS client as a mount point.   

The following example shows how to mount an NFS export on openSUSE (Mount options for other 

operating systems will vary. Review relevant documentation for the correct syntax.): 

sudo mount –t nfs –o ro,nolock,port=2049,nfsvers=3,tcp 192.168.200.31:/vsaa /vsaa 
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Archive Accelerator Console 

Managing Archiving Schedules 

By default, archive runs against NFS targets must be performed manually.  However, a schedule can be 

created using the Archive Accelerator Console.  It is also necessary to set the Archive Accelerator Import 

service to start up automatically whether performing manual or scheduled archiving. 

Within the Archive Accelerator Console, the administrator would navigate to Archive Accelerator -> Task 

List.  Right-click on Import Archive.  A new window will appear allowing the removal or addition of 

schedules as shown in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19 - Managing import archiving schedules 

Job List 

The Job List section lists all archive import jobs as shown in Figure 20. Details include start and stop 

times, target, sub target (folder), number of items processed, number of items with errors, event 

message, job status, last update, Enterprise Vault server name, job type, as well as additional information 

on any symbolic links that were created.   
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Figure 20 - Job List 

Importing 

The Importing/Import Sources provides a list of defined NFS targets.  Manual archive importing can be 

initiated by right-clicking on the target name and selecting Import Now.  The administrator can edit the 

NFS target properties as well as enable or disable the target (as shown in Figure 21).  Enabling a source 

will cause it to automatically be processed each time the Import task runs on its schedule. 

 

Figure 21 - Import Sources 

Managing NFS Archives 

All content archived using Archive Accelerator will be stored in Enterprise Vault as a Shared Archive.  

Permissions can be granted to individual Active Directory users or to groups in order for users to be able 

to use Archive Explorer or Browser Search.  Figure 22 illustrates where NFS archives will be within the 

VAC. 
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Figure 22 - NFS Archives 

Searching and Accessing Archived Data 

There are several ways that archived data can be searched and accessed.  These include using 

Enterprise Vault Browser Search, Enterprise Vault Archive Explorer, Discovery Accelerator, Clearwell, 

and access via symbolic link (if enabled) on the NFS target.   

Enterprise Vault Browser Search 

The user must be granted at least read permissions to the NFS target archive.  Simply select the NFS 

archive to search (NFS archives by default will start with NFS-), enter the search criteria and click on 

Search as shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23 - Enterprise Vault Browser Search 

Enterprise Vault Archive Explorer 

The user must be granted at least read access to the NFS target archive.  For NFS targets where 

“Archive Files” was enabled (see Figure 15), all files will be shown when clicking on the root of the archive 

(see  Figure 24).  The folder structure is also maintained.  Files can be browsed in the folder from 

which they were archived as well (see Figure 25). 
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 Figure 24 - Archive Explorer root view  

 

Figure 25 - Archive Explorer folder view 
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Discovery Accelerator 

NFS target archives can be searched using Discovery Accelerator.  When creating a search in a 

Research Folder or a Case, ensure to include the Vault Store that contains the Shared archives that 

contain the NFS target content.  Depending on which version of Discovery Accelerator is being used, the 

user may also be able to select individual archives instead of including the whole Vault Store.   

Clearwell 

Clearwell 7.1.2 and later has the ability to collect archived content from Enterprise Vault.  See the 

Clearwell documentation on how to import data from Enterprise Vault. 

Accessing Archived Content from the NFS Client 

If original items were deleted and replaced with symbolic links during archiving, a user or application can 

still access the original item by accessing the link itself.  Figure 26 shows the soft links created by Archive 

Accelerator (openSUSE). 

 

Figure 26 - View of archived files from Linux 

Archived content can also be opened using various installed applications on the NFS target.  Figure 27 

shows a user opening an archived spreadsheet.  As the NFS mount to the Enterprise Vault server is 

read-only, the user can open the file as read-only or as a copy.  Changes can be made and saved to the 

existing folder using a different filename.  The file can then be archived again in the future (based on the 

archiving policy).   
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Figure 27 - Opening an archived file on Linux 

Restoring Content to the NFS Client 

Files can be restored to the NFS Client using a script created by Vault Solutions entitled restorelink.sh.  A 

single file can be restored or a whole directory using one of the following commands: 

 Single file – to restore a file named “widget.txt” in the working directory, execute: 

./restore.sh widget.txt 

 To restore all files in a directory tree – Execute the following in the directory to be restored:   

find . –type l –exec ./restorelink.sh ‘{}’ \; 

Sizing and Performance 

Archiving rates will vary depending on a number of factors such as: 

 Network bandwidth between the Enterprise Vault server and the NFS target 

 Current utilization of the NFS target and disk volumes 

 Hardware configuration of the Enterprise Vault server (RAM/CPU) 

 Disk being used for indexes on the Enterprise Vault server 

 Types of files being archived 
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In a well configured environment, each import job can achieve a 20-25GB/hour ingestion rate.  It should 

be noted that Archive Accelerator will only allow ten active jobs at any given time (more than ten import 

jobs can be scheduled however).  This is similar to the default Enterprise Vault setting of archiving five 

Exchange mailboxes at once. If speed is of the essence, then it may be required to add additional 

Enterprise Vault servers (to overcome network limitations and storage ingestion rates) to import additional 

NFS target systems. 

Summary 

Archive Accelerator has the ability to archive content from UNIX, Linux, and other devices that support 

the NFS protocol and store this content within Enterprise Vault 8, 9, and 10.  Archive Accelerator can also 

leverage technologies within Enterprise Vault such as Optimized Single Instance Storage (OSIS) and 

search. 

Customers can immediately see the benefits of archiving older or less accessed files as there will be a 

reduction in storage usage and a reduced backup window.  Customers can also leverage eDiscovery 

tools such as Discovery Accelerator and Clearwell when eDiscovery is needed as archived content is 

indexed and searchable. 

To see other partner-enabled solutions for Enterprise Vault, visit http://go.symantec.com/archive-

everything.    

http://go.symantec.com/archive-everything
http://go.symantec.com/archive-everything
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